**Farnam Equi-Spot® Spot-On Protection for Horses**

**HORSES USE ONLY ON HORSES OVER 12 WEEKS OF AGE PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMAN AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS CAUTION**

**Hazards to Humans:** Harmful if swallowed or inhaled. May cause burns to eyes and skin. Avoid contact. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, or smoking. Keep out of reach of children. Do not allow the product to contact horse's eyes or mucous membranes. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, or smoking. Keep out of reach of children. Do not use on horses intended for food use. Do not use on foals under 12 weeks of age.

**HAZARDS TO DOMESTIC ANIMALS:**

**Do Not Use on Cats:** May be toxic and potentially fatal if used on or ingested by cats.

**HAZARDS TO INVERTEBRATES**

This pesticide is extremely toxic to aquatic organisms, including fish and invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not apply where it may end up in water,一面 it may cause harm to aquatic organisms, including fish and invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not apply where it may end up in water. Apply only to the area of the horse to be treated. Do not apply undiluted to water. Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. Do not contaminate water by cleaning equipment or disposal of waste.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. Pesticide Storage: Store in cool, dry place. Pesticide Disposal: If empty:

- If partly filled:
  - Keep container in original top.
- If full:
  - Place in sealable, non-reactive container.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**USE ON CATS:** May be toxic and potentially fatal if used on or ingested by cats.

**FIRST AID: If Swallowed:**

- If on Skin or Clothing:
  - Take off immediately all clothing containing the product.
  - Wash immediately with large amounts of water.

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:**

- Permethrin* (CAS-52645-53-1) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.0%

**OTHER INGREDIENTS**

- Water

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:**

- Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.

**KEEP OFF OF CHILDREN:**

- Store out of the reach of children.
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- Do not use on cats if they are pregnant, nursing, or if they are using this product.
- Do not use on cats or attempt to administer to cats.
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